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Welcome to our winter edition of On The Horizon. We are excited to share with you all the
great work, initiatives, and happenings that have been keeping us very busy these last
few months. Please grab that cup of cocoa, and join us for a while. Enjoy!

Reflection
Walt Disney wrote in the December 1941 issue
of Reader’s Digest:
“One reason the Christmas season appeals to
me is that it makes us suspend business-asusual routine and lets our minds soar for a
while. It is a time when the imagination is more
sprightly than at other periods of the year;
Christmas seems to release even the most
solemn of us from the ‘Scrooge realism’ that
occasionally besets all of us. It is natural, of
course, that I should think of Christmas in terms
of imagination, for imagination is my business.”
As an avid user of social media – Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram – my mind is sometimes
overwhelmed by the flood of frustrating, sad,
and sometimes terrifying news I have access
to or the discussions about ‘what our world is
coming to’.

So this holiday season, I – and perhaps many
of us – need to let ‘our minds soar’ and to take
time to reflect on the good in our lives, our
family and our friends, and how we can take
action for social justice, equity, and good,
individually and collectively. If you have an
interest in considering these issues collaboratively, why not consider joining our Facebook
group, Collective Joyful Action for Change, as
we figure it out together.
And as we reflect, the Horizons team would
like to express our appreciation and thanks
to you. We are honoured and grateful for the
opportunity to work with you. We wish you all
the best of the season and a peaceful,
prosperous, and healthy 2018.

Please note: Thoughout this newletter, all embedded links are
identified by purple text and underlining.
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As you will read below, Horizons has
recently taken on the ongoing role as the
Research & Evaluation Team with Inspiring
Communities. We thought you’d like to learn
more about this unique initiative that uses
a collective impact approach to support a
new model of community, government and
the private sector working together to
address complex social issues. We asked
Annika Voltan, the Director, to introduce
Inspiring Communities.
Inspiring Communities is about working
together, differently. We are supported by eight
provincial social policy departments who have
recognized that traditional top-down, one-sizefits-all approaches to policymaking are not
working. As a result, we take a collective
impact approach to engage deeply with the
communities where we work, to understand
their hopes and concerns. We provide
opportunities for residents, the private and
public sectors, and community organizations
to come to the table to co-develop solutions
and build new relationships. Our work entails
developing a shared agenda for the community

based on the inclusion of diverse and marginalized voices; creating a sense of shared
ownership by recognizing that different
groups need to come to the table as equal
partners; and, stimulating shared learning –
across communities, within communities, and
between communities and government – to
learn from our experiences and scale our
impact. We are currently working in Dartmouth
North (aka “Between the Bridges”), the Northside (North Sydney and Sydney Mines), and are
in the early scoping phases for work in the town
of Digby.

Annika Voltan, Director of Inspiring Communities

I have been the Director of Inspiring Communities since November 2016. Generally, my role
is to support the work at the community level,
develop opportunities for learning across our
initiatives and with government, and coordinate
the evaluation of the work (this is where
Horizons is helping out!). I come from a background of about eight years of public policy
experience with the federal (Industry Canada
and the National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy) and provincial
(Education and Early Childhood Development,
and Economic and Rural Development and
Tourism) governments. In addition to my role
with Inspiring Communities, I am currently
working on my PhD in social entrepreneurship
at Saint Mary’s University. I live in Halifax with
my husband Dan and our three young children,
Evalyn, Emery and Ethan.

The Horizons Community Development Associates Newsletter
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Current Contracts
■ Research and Evaluation Team
• Inspiring Communities • (Cari, Jean, Vicki)
We were recently contracted to fill the position of Research and Evaluation Manager to support the work of Inspiring
Communities. Our role is varied and includes developing and managing an evidence-based approach to assessing
the impact of the work; identifying, translating and sharing data and information across the network of communities
involved; and generally supporting the work of the initiative. We have recently updated the evaluation framework
and created a Theory of Change for the initiative.

■ Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Screening Brief Intervention and Referral (SBIR) in Atlantic First Nations
Community Health Centres • First Nations and Inuit Health Branch, Health Canada • (Jean, Cari, Emily, Susanna)
SBIR is an approach that service providers can use for early identification and interventions with people who have
real or potential alcohol and/or substance abuse challenges; it is a key component of identifying issues early and
allowing for better care planning and better referrals. It has been piloted in two collaborative practices in Halifax.
We have been contracted to determine the best way to implement SBIR (with a target population of pregnant women)
in First Nations communities in the Atlantic Region.
We are completing a literature review on SBIR with Indigenous populations, conducting interviews with health staff
in selected First Nation Health Centres, and conducting focus groups with women in the selected communities. We
will be asking for input about how community workers can best address substance use and mental health issues
with women and girls in the preconception, prenatal and postpartum periods. We will be developing a final report
that recommends the best way to implement SBIR in First Nations communities in Atlantic region, including recommendations for training and ongoing support to communities.

■ Building Capacity and Diffusing Innovation in Community Development Education
• University of Kentucky Department of Community Leadership & Development • (Cari, Jean)
The Department of Community Leadership & Development at the University of Kentucky received funding support
from the USDA Higher Education Challenge to explore community development (CD) education in the United States.
The work is being completed in partnership with the University of California-Davis, and the University of Detroit/Mercy,
and focuses on building capacity and diffusing educational innovation within CD education.

The project team from left to right:
Janela Salazar, Kristina Hains,
Bryan Hains, Ceara O'Leary,
Virginia Stanard, Jean, Ron
Hustedde, Cari, and John Gruidl.
Missing from the photo are Michael
Rios and Carolyn Abrams.

The project includes conducting a national study examining the status of graduate and undergraduate CD education
and a national study on the current and future knowledge and skills needed by CD practitioners; holding a national
conference on innovation in CD education; developing a national agenda for CD education; creating a virtual
community of practice; developing a special issue of the Community Development Society Journal; encouraging instructional and programmatic innovation through a mini-grant system; and enhancing cultural competence among
CD education faculty. We are members of the overall project team, and we are working with our friend and colleague
Dr. Ron Hustedde to conduct the national study with CD practitioners.
In August, Cari and Jean travelled to Lexington, Kentucky for the first in-person meeting with the project team to
kick off the work. They also had important cultural experiences like fried green tomatoes, bourbon bread pudding,
and a bit of bourbon sampling.
(Cont’d.)
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Cont’d.

■ Chronic Disease Prevention and Management Strategic Action Plan
• Atlantic Policy Congress of First Nations Chiefs • (Cari, Jean, Joanne, Penni, Sandra)
Last year the Atlantic Chiefs identified chronic disease as one of two health priorities to be addressed over the next
five years. We are currently working with the Atlantic Policy Congress of First Nations Chiefs (APC), on behalf of the
Atlantic First Nations Health Partnership’s Public Health and Primary Care Committee, to develop a regional Chronic
Disease Prevention and Management Strategic Action Plan. The plan is intended to support community based health
promotion practices and programs and chronic disease management programs, build supportive environments, and
share programs and services that have been shown to be successful in having an impact on chronic diseases.
We facilitated a community engagement session at the Atlantic First Nations Health Conference in early November to
gather input. We are also having conversations with Health Directors and
health staff in Atlantic First Nations.
Finally, we are examining current strategies and initiatives that help
address chronic disease to see how they align with a regional Strategic
Action Plan.

The graphic recording of the community engagement session (created by
Joanne Hussey)

■ Count Me In! Promoting Mental Wellness among Older Adults Project Coordination • Community Links • (Jean)
Count Me In! is an initiative of Community Links. It uses theatre to facilitate discussions of personal attitudes and
coping skills about feelings of loneliness and isolation, and to explore strategies for improving self-image and outlook
by setting realistic goals for optimal aging.
Since our last newsletter, the dramatization has been refined and presented a number of times. We are scheduling
a few more sessions to complete the project.
Leslie Clarke and Cate Bird presenting the Count Me In dramatization.

■ Clinical Tools and App Feasibility Study • Fountain of Health Initiative • (Jean)
Our work managing this project for Fountain of Health (FoH), a national health promotion initiative for brain health
and resilience across the life span, continues. Health care providers have been using the evidence-based health
behaviour change tools to promote cognitive fitness and mental health for their patients or clients throughout the
summer and fall.
We are now gathering completed tools and gathering input from providers about the experience using the tools and
the supports. To learn more about the tools and how they are being used, check out FoH’s Clinicians’ Corner.
(Cont’d.)
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■ Taking Flight Evaluation: Promotion and Supporting Sustainable Relationships in
Mental Health & Addictions Services for Mi’kmaq in Nova Scotia • Confederacy of Mainland Mi’kmaq • (Cari, Jean)
We are conducting an evaluation of Taking Flight, a federally-funded initiative whose purpose is to enhance access
to culturally safe and relevant mental health and addictions programs and services for First Nations people in Nova
Scotia. The work supports ongoing relationship building among First Nations communities/organizations in Nova Scotia,
the Nova Scotia Health Authority, the Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness, Health Canada’s First Nations
and Inuit Health Branch, and the IWK.
We developed a comprehensive performance measurement plan, which the Project Coordinator is completing on an
ongoing basis. In the fall we conducted a mid-point reflection with the provincial steering committee, and we are
currently compiling data about the services that are being delivered in the 13 First Nations in the province. Our work
will wrap up in the winter, after we conduct focus groups with the Steering Committee and the Executive Team, and
prepare a report of the evaluation findings to inform ongoing relationship building work.

■ Supporting Primary Care Transformation • Doctors Nova Scotia • (Cari, Jean, Trudy, Craig, Susanna)
For the past year, we have been working with Doctors Nova Scotia (DNS) to develop a tool kit to support family
physicians interested in collaborative practice. Our first tasks were to conduct a literature review and environmental
scan, and talk with doctors across the province. We also developed in-depth profiles of three collaborative practices
in the province, which we used to inform the tool kit (and DNS will be using as the basis for practice profiles in their
magazine).
We have been working with an Advisory Committee made up of DNS staff and doctors from across the province;
they have provided invaluable context and suggestions to make the tool kit practical and useful. The tool kit is
currently in the final round of review.

■ National Anti-Drug Strategy Prescription Drug Abuse Investment Assessment Methodology
• First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB), Health Canada • (Cari, Jean)
Health Canada is part of a federal multi-year inter-departmental initiative called the National Anti-Drug Strategy
(NADS). A portion of NADS funding is targeted to enhancing prescription drug abuse (PDA) prevention and treatment
services in First Nations across the country. We have been working with FNIHB headquarters staff and regional leads
across Canada to update the methodology they use to report on PDA prevention and treatment work. This fall, Cari
met with representatives from three PDA-funded initiatives to get their feedback about strengthening the reporting
tool: the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Saskatchewan, Opaskwayak Cree Nation in Manitoba, and Long Lake
58 First Nation in Ontario. (She was also able to visit her family in Saskatoon and Regina). We’ve incorporated the
feedback and submitted the revised reporting tool to FNIHB for approval.
While Cari was in Winnipeg, she visited the National Centre for
Truth and Reconciliation (NCTR), the permanent home for all
statements, documents, and materials gathered by the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC). The NCTR was
created to forever preserve the memory of Canada’s Residential
School system and legacy.
Pictures taken at the National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation
in Winnipeg.)
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Conferences, Workshops, & Educational Collaborations
MicroResearch Workshop

We were excited to work with Nancy Stewart from
the Nova Scotia Health Authority and Ellen Stoddard
from ET Stoddard Consulting Services to help bring
MicroResearch to the Valley! This event was the first
of its kind in Kings County. The intention is to create
a hub for the Annapolis Valley, and synergies for
further MicroResearch activities and connections.
Noni MacDonald and Robert Bortolussi from the
IWK facilitated the workshop, which took place in
nine half-day sessions over a two week period from
November 14-24.

Board. The Valley Regional Hospital Foundation
is providing up to $3,000 per team to support the
approved research.
I attended this workshop on behalf of Horizons,
who also were sponsors. The people I met had
been selected to reflect the diversity of skills
and knowledge that are needed to identify and
address community issues. The daily structure
tended to be lectures on relevant research skills,
with group discussion after to apply the information in the lecture to a research topic we decided
on the second day. We were given homework
most nights. We were assigned a coach with
academic and applied research experience to
help us develop our ideas. Team members are
highly committed and volunteer their time. This
is an exciting approach for many of us who care
passionately about our community and have
some skill or knowledge about how problems
can be solved.

to begin to explore our roles and responsibilities in
the Truth and Reconciliation process. We addressed
a different topic each week: 1) We are all Treaty
People, 2) Exploring World Views, 3) Reviewing our
Past and Present, and 4) Engaging in Reconciliation.
The course was an opportunity to talk together,
address difficult issues, share our hopes and fears,
and to learn new ways of thinking, being, and acting.
Sixteen people participated; we appreciated their
thoughtful, caring, and open-minded contributions.
They also provided helpful insights and feedback for
improving the course, which we hope to offer again
in the near future.

Truth and Reconciliation Symposium

Penni Burrell, Research Assistant

Stepping Up: Non-Indigenous People’s
Role in Truth and Reconciliation

Participants of the MicroResearch workshop

A diverse group of participants worked in three
teams to identify burning research questions whose
answers would make a difference to the well-being
of the community. Next, the teams learned how to
prepare research proposals – from grant writing, to
literature searches, to the ethics of doing research.
At the end of the two weeks, the teams presented
their proposed research ideas to a panel of judges.
The research questions focused on connecting
youth to the community, backyard gardening and
food security, and building civic engagement. All
three teams received approval to proceed to the next
phase – which is submitting their research proposals
(with support from a local academic coach) to the
Nova Scotia Health Authority’s Research Ethics

Jean and Cari with Senator Dan Christmas, standing in
front of a graphic recording of our presentation (prepared by Corrie Melanson of SeeMeaning Facilitation)

Participants of the Stepping Up workshop with
facilitator Carolyn Campbell

In October, during Mi’kmaq History Month, in
partnership with the Kings County Race Relations
and Anti-Discrimination Committee, we were
pleased to pilot Stepping Up: Non-Indigenous
People’s Role in Truth and Reconciliation. This
four-part course was facilitated by our Circle of
Associates member Carolyn Campbell, and
provided an opportunity for non-Indigenous people

In September, the Mi’kmaq-Nova Scotia-Canada Tripartite Forum, with leadership from Senator Dan
Christmas, hosted a Truth and Reconciliation
Symposium in Membertou First Nation. Cari and
Jean attended. Over the three-day Symposium,
Tripartite Forum working group members shared
information about progress on the relevant Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action, which
was very heartening. Cari was invited to speak about
the role of the non-Indigenous community’s role in
advancing truth and reconciliation. The information
from the Symposium is being used to inform a
Truth and Reconciliation Action Plan for Nova Scotia.
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Canning Area Food Bank

■ Atlantic First Nations Health Conference 2017
• Atlantic Policy Congress of First Nations Chiefs • (Jean, Vicki)
We were contracted by the Atlantic Policy Congress of First
Nations Chiefs again this year to coordinate the annual First
Nations Health Conference. The theme for this year’s conference
was Building Wellness through Reconciliation: Moving Forward
on the Calls to Action; it took place from November 7-9 in Moncton.
Working with a conference Advisory Committee, we were responsible for promoting the conference, arranging speakers and exhibitors, working with the hotel where the conference was held,
developing the program and registration materials, managing registration (this year we instituted
an online option, to great success), supervising on-site conference activities, and conducting an
evaluation. Finally, we prepared a report with a summary of the planning activities, as well as
recommendations/considerations for future conferences. Approximately 200 people participated,
a significant increase over last year.
The conference included the Honouring Our People Awards, which were presented at an Awards
dinner on November 7th. We coordinated the nominations process, developed the Awards
program with the agenda and biographies of award winners, prepared the script for the MC, and
organized the entertainment (J. Hubert Francis) for the Awards dinner.

Horizons’ Graphic Designer Develops New Ecard Site
While searching for a birthday card to post
to Facebook in February 2015, our graphic
designer Greg Tutty was frustrated with the
lack of suitable material. “So many people send
greetings via email or on social media. I
couldn’t understand why you couldn’t access
and direct-post suitable (non-animated) ecard
images without resorting to ‘borrowed’ internet
images”, Greg says. So he paired-up with Jeff
VanderWal (our web guy) to start a new kind
of ecard company. Incredibly, to date, 2.5 years
later, the pair have devoted over 5,000 hours
of their spare time to designing over 2,300
ecards, and developing and coding a membership website and systems of delivery for email
and social media for all platforms and devices.
Ecardfoundry.com www.ecardfoundry.com
went live in February of this year, after four
months of ‘beta’ testing (Jean was one of the
testers). For a yearly fee of $8.99, members are
able choose hand-crafted ecards from a wellorganized list of 93 different categories, and
easily email or post them to social media with

one click. The ecard company is the only one
of its kind in Canada, and offers delivery
systems and utilities that are not available on
any other ecard site – such as an innovative
tracking tool and the ability to post an ecard
directly on a friend’s Facebook wall with no link.
Membership is growing quickly (Jean and Cari
are both members) as the site continues to
improve. Says Greg proudly: “We’ve done our
research and we’ve created a unique offering.
We’re hoping to change the way people send
greetings across North America, especially
during the holidays. Making it easier to send a
cheer and a smile. How cool is that?”

On December 2nd, the Canning Volunteer Firefighters held their annual food drive. They
literally drove up and down every road in the
Canning area in their firetrucks collecting food
and donations for the Food Bank. This year the
community contributed just over $17,000 in
food and cash.
We are excited to be welcoming Acadia Community Development student Kat Powell, who
will be completing her six week professional
placement with Horizons In the winter. She will
be helping Cari in her work with the Canning
Area Food Bank as it prepares to broaden its
approach, and provide supports linked to the
social determinants of health.

Cari accepting a contribution to the Canning Area
Food Bank from Lea Rinaldo, Managing Director of
Devour! The Food Film Fest
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Upcoming
Liverpool Int’l Theatre Festival

Jean is hard at work helping the Liverpool International Theatre Festival prepare to once again welcome
the world. The 14th biennial festival will be held
October 18-21, 2018, and will present one-act plays,
workshops, and entertaining networking opportunities. Applications are being accepted from amateur
theatre troupes from around the world to come to
Liverpool.
A unique and fun fundraiser will be held in late
January, as well as a volunteer recruitment evening for anyone interested in becoming involved in
the festival. For more information, visit the Festival’s
website.

Spring Into Action 2018

Hosting University of Kentucky
Students

From March 9-18, 2018, we will be welcoming 1012 Community Development & Leadership students
from the University of Kentucky. They are participating
in a course called Community Development through
Social Justice in Nova Scotia. The students will
be completing a number of tasks to support our
Collective Joyful Action for Change work. They will be
able to apply various programming knowledge and
skills – identifying audiences, listening and facilitating
focus groups, program creation and development,
implementation and evaluation – within a social
justice context. This experience will help students
learn how educational programming and development can make a difference in the global community.
We are looking for host families to billet students in
the Wolfville area (within walking distance of Acadia).
If you are interested in welcoming a student into your
home, please let us know!

Happy Holidays
from everyone at
Horizons

Holiday Break
Horizons will be closing for our
holiday break on December 15th
and reopening on January 2nd.

P.O. Box 2404
Wolfville, Nova Scotia B4P 2S3
Our physical activity challenge, Spring Into Action, will
take place April 9th to May 18th, 2018. Last year 51
teams and 400 people participated! We ask for your
help making it bigger and better for next year. Help
spread the word to your friends, families, and colleagues. Watch for more information in early spring.

902.542.0156
email: admin@horizons.ca

Facebook and Twitter
www.horizonscda.ca
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